




Students started off with a game of "Coding Simon Says". If the line of code is true, do what 
Simon says to do!



All smiles from the new STARS students and the teaching assistants! :-)



Students learning the fundamentals of Python and how to build their own apps using MIT 
App Inventor. Students created a game of Mad Libs using Python and a tug-of-war app that 
they could play with their friends!



As students finished creating their apps and games, they moved on to building robots! 
Students broke up into small teams, each with a TA, to assemble and code their robot.



The first day of VEX building. Students divide the build amongst each other to finish their 
bots faster.



Second day of VEX... The robots are starting to come together! As students finished up their 
robot builds, they began learning how to configure and program the robot.



Finishing up the builds! Both the students and the TA's pay close attention to the different 
components, making sure the bot is sturdy and ready to drive



Time to test out the bots! Students continue tweaking their bots and connect them to a 
controller. Look at those bots go!



Students modify their code to make their robots drive straight and turn on their own without 
the controller. These skills will come in handy when it comes time to tackle the maze!



Students driving their robots down the halls to fine-tune their ability to drive straight. They 
coded the robots to go straight autonomously, so they didn't even need a controller!



Students finishing their autonomous driving functions and then moving on to try to figure out 
how they can tackle their next challange: THE MAZE!



Getting closer...Students continue to make more tweaks as they try to find the sweet spot in 
their code for a perfect maze run.



All of the students are almost done with the maze and are now starting to assemble the lift 
for the final activity. In the bottom right the TA's can be seen all smiles after another 
successful day.



Teams AACE, YALL-E, Brains, E, and SOS go head to head in a robotics competition! The 
goal is to pick up as many balls as possible and drop them into their team's goal zone in 
order to score points.



Closer... closer... STOP! Team YALL-E working together to guide Christian towards lifting a 
ball at one of the posts! All teams worked hard and had fun scoring points!



The suspense... All eyes watching as Duncan takes over the controls and drives carefully 
towards a goal zone, attempting to score points!




